T made almost 15 years ago. Many things look different now, including my own university affiliation and responsibilities. Still, the general emphasis of radio communications designs has shifted away from maximizing the capacity of single links limited by Gaussian noise and available bandwidth, towards optimizing the capabilities (including, but not limited to the capacity) of multi-user networks. The decisive interference now seldom comes from outside, but is produced by authorized users of the very same wireless network. Users thus share an interest in developing and adhering to the best possible protocols and standards for allocating the joint network resources. Accordingly, wireless systems engineering is developing into a more conscious search for the best common culture for multiple users in a real environment. The capacity, spectrum efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of modern radio networks can n o longer be won from nature (or an adversary) in aclassical pursuit of individual gain.
This development has been commercially reinforced by the recent business trend in the computer and defencc sectors away from "selling the high-tech products that you can make" toward "making high-tech products that you can sell." It has become more important to consider the different requirements and "cultures" of new communities using wireless networks, including their needs for innovation of regulatory conditions and standards. In this article, some of the related European developments of two different personal communication services, digital cellular telephony and mobile data networks, are compared with each other and with developments in the United States. The related agendas for R & D of wireless technologies in the past decade are also reviewed and compared.
In 1992, the new standard for Pan-European digital cellular telephony known as GSM [ 11 saw its first operational successes. The name GSM originated earlyin the 1980sas the French acronym for Groupe Special Mobile. This international working group was tasked by most European PTT administrations to develop a standard for cellular networks allowing international roaming across the many European borders. A truly Pan-European standard also provides economies of scale in mass production of hand-held and car terminals. In the early 1980s, these two objectives were seen as the most critical success factors for achieving a much larger penetration of mobile telephone services in Europe. Below, we shall discuss a third factor, the introduction of competition in the monopolistic European markets -a cultural import from the United States. Although the GSM standard provides digital circuits to mobile terminals, alternative specialized wireless data networks for mobile computer communications were put into operation much earlier in several European countries. Some essential technology differences between the circuit-switched and packet-switched radio systems, and their relative merits in the increasingly competitive European environment, are also reviewed in this article.
Present Status of European Cellular Telephony s of April 1993,32 operators in 22 countries are
A committed to GSM. In Europe, this is formally expressed by a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). The Commission of the European Communities (CEC) ensured that common frequency allocations were made in the 900-MHz band in the 12 member states and in many other European countries. The GSM standard is also rapidly being adopted outside Europe, notably in the Asia-Pacific region in Singapore, Malaysia, India, Hong Kong, and Australia, where a Pan-Asian MoU is being considered, and in the Middle East and Africa. Moreover, Taiwan, Thailand, and New Zealand are considering the GSM standard, or have already imposed it for at least one of theircompetingcellularnetworks. Accordingly, the old acronym GSM is nowadays taken to mean Global System for Mobile Communication.
The general advantages of international standards, MoUs, and roamingagreementsforpublicmobile telephony are increasingly appreciated by different operators and markets.Where the inception and implementation ofsuchconventions lagbehind, subscribers are denied some of the following mutual benefits: interoperability with the national public switched telephone network(s), including ISDN. connectivity to all mobile users in a carrier's service area, stimulating cooperation between adjacent carriers. limitinginflexible cable infrastructure to the backbone network. low cost of introducing service-areacoverage, i.e., proportional to the initial peak network use (erlang/unit area). simple upgrading of network capacity, when and where economically justified, by reducing cell size ('cell splitting').
by virtue of the third, fourth and fifth benefits above, less economies of scale than in hard-wired networks and, hence, less basis for 'natural monopoly' arguments and for regulation against competition between local network operators [2] . ability to locate vehicles and roaming user terminals, allowing automatic billing of users away from their home location or own operator. international portability of a subscriber identity module (SIM) smart card, authorizing customized personal log-in from compatible foreign terminals and competing networks by inserting the SIM card [ 11.
Such benefits have caused the growth of mobile communications markets to exceed 60 percent p.a. in many countries. No other telecommunications sector can boast similar growth rates at present. The infrastructure supply market is dominated by the few international manufacturers who combine expertise in both radio transmission and national switching systems. One of these manufacturers, L. M. Erics o n of Sweden, has some 40 percent of the cellularworldmarket, includingamajor proportion of the many networks using the American analog standard AMPS. The terminal market, on the other hand, is subjcct to the typical supply principles and economiesof consumer electronics: short product development times and a "killing" competition, due to the eroding profit margins on micro-electronics commodity products. However, the resultingdrop in terminal prices now assists in developing thc service market much faster than in the past.
At the end of 1992, commercial GSM telephone service was offered in eight countries. The coverage area rolled out in Europe at that time is shown in Fig. 1 . T h e major transit routes in Europe had been reasonably coveredwithin one year after the first GSM service went on air, despite economic recession in most countries and delays in type approval of the first telephone handsets and their complicated software. So far, the service is restricted to voice-type digital circuits, but a simple service allowing transfer of short (i.e., paging-type) alphanumeric messages is also planned. A more complete set of data rates to be supported as bearer services in GSM at a later stage (beyond 1995?) has also been defined [3] .
Strikingly, the fastest take-up of GSM has been in Germany, where the national economy has stagnated in the wake of the unification of East and West. After only six months of operation in December 1992, Mannesmann Mobilfunk announced the 100,000th subscriber t o its GSM-network, known as D2. In May 1993, 220,000 users subscribed to D2. Mannesmann's competitor in Germany, Deutsche Bundespost Telekom, holds the national monopoly on both public analog mobile telephony and t h e fixed telephone network. Some 90% of all telephone calls to or from mobile users in Germany originate or terminate in the latter, and Telekom's analog cellular network, C1, is already virtually saturated by its 800,000 subscribers. Nevertheless,Telekom's own GSM-network, D1, is believed to have attracted fewer subscribers than the competing D2 network. The successful marketing of the D2 network services and the associated offer of the 'Handy' portable GSM-terminal at a price of less than $1400 (including 15 percent tax, deductible for business users) is clearly designed by D2's American shareholder, Pacific Telesis. Despite more advanced features consistent with the all-digital technology, the lightweight 'Handy' already costs less than a (heavier) handheld terminal for the analog C1 network did immediately before Deutsche Bundespost Telekom experienced competition. The explosion of the GSM market in Germany has caused considerable shortage of terminals, especially portables, resulting in waiting lists and loss of GSM-network revenues in other European countries.
The German case illustrates the general trend towards increased mobile network competition on the European continent, often spurred by experienccd business partners from the less monopolistic Anglo-American shores of the Atlantic Ocean. Clearly, the international GSM-standard and MoU, with strict technical interface specifications and interworking requirements, have paved the way not only to international cooperation and roaming, but also to local rivalry between competing network operators. Introduction of network competition was in fact one of the GSM policy objectives of thc CEC in Brussels. This regulatory change is the third key factor in the dynamics of European mobile communications, next to the more technological driving forces perceived by the founding fathers of GSM a decade ago. It also raises new technical issues, such as portability of numbers between competing operators. The GSM switches can readily be interconnected with Intelligent-Network (IN) nodes.Thus, new competitive service offerings can be extended into the fixed network, including storage ofvoice-mail messages to or from mobile subscribers who have temporarily logged out of the network, and call forwarding.
The European Cellular Radio Consortium (ECR-900-with Finnish Nokia, French Alcatel, and German AEG Telefunken as partners) and Ericsson of Sweden together have the lion's share of deliveries of GSM base stations and digital switching equipment. With aclear lead in digital and R F microelectronics, Japanese and U.S. manufacturers are poised to dominatc the supply of the advanced digital terminals for GSM networks-a major consumer market with much compctition, but only a peripheralsystem impact. In thccore areaoftotalsystemsengineering and standardization. US manufacturers and operators appear highly divided about the operational merits of various tcchnologically advanced options for radio channel acccss, digital modulation, and networking, such as narrowband and broadband CDMA, different TDMA formats, and LBW EarthOrbiting Satellite (LEOS) systems. A single convincing first-generation digital alternative to GSM on the world market, similar to the US AMPS standard, which in thc analog erdcaptured about twothirds of all mobile subscribers worldwide, has yet to emerge in the United States. As for the complementary Personal Communication Systems (PCS), the Digital European CordlessTelephone (DECT) standard in the 1800 MHz-band appears even further ahead of US efforts [4] . The DECT-standard includesmost ofthcfunctionalities@f~~e GSM architecture [l] , but is intended to result in lowcost pocket phonessuitable for both residential (cordless) ilse and wireless access to local (PBX) and wide-arca (cellular) networks.
Arguably, the active presence of US. Bell Operating Companies (BOCs) in the operating consortia licensed by countries committed to the GSM standard can be taken as an American acknowledgment of the dominance of European manufacturers in the rapidly growing market for digital mobile network technologies. Conversely, the awards of such licenses in several E C countries can also be seen as a European acceptance of greater !"ri cdn operator experiencc and marketing skills. The remarkable role of the BOCs abroad suggests that innovative technologies imbedded in common standards are not enough to devclop a modern mobile service market. This is confirmed by consideration of the evolution of another digital service in Europe, mobile data communications.
Mobile Data Networks in Europe
n many European countries, the only possibleway I to conduct data transmission over public mobile networks is still to attach low-speed voice-band modems to analog radio telephone circuits. Gcnerally, this results in a poor bit error rate due to the signal fading and shadowing, the extra-cellular interference and the handoffs between base stations inherent in mobile systems. Improvement by suitable error-correction codes or protocols is possible, but reduces the throughput of the narrowband radio channel further.
With the advent of the digital GSM, there is a popular belief that mobile computer communicationswill become easier, cheaper and better. The circuit quality and data rate do indeed improve, but a circuit-switched voice channel is not really suited to any bursty data source, even if using digital transmission. Dialing up (and paying for!) a real-time twoway circuit between end users is quite inefficient for the most frequent modes of mobile computer communications: electronic mail, interactive access to information services, EDI-type computer messaging, dispatch and other types of fleet management, and data "broadcasting." For such applications, the features of classical packet switching appear more desirable: non-blocking access for terminals and the ability to convert data rates and codes within the store-and-forward network. Wide-area flexibility and adaptability t o serve computers and terminalswith different functions and prioritiespoint toward packet radio networks which can bill by traffic volume, rather than by connect time.
Such mobile data networks operate in several European countries. It is significant to note here that Deutsche Bundespost Telekom in the Spring of 1993 announced that its present experimental pilot mobile data network, Modacom, will be available for full operation in 80 percent of Germany by 1995,Thiswireless extensionofTelekom'sown public X.25 packet service to mobile computers such as Laptops, Notebooks, and Palmtops suggests that (at least) one of the major GSM operators in Europe has doubts about the competitiveness of the planned data transmission modes in the GSM network [3] . It isexpected that the Germangovemmentwill license a second mobile data network later in 1993.
Well ahead of the German Modacom network, the Scandinavian PTT-administrations in Sweden, Norway, and Finland introduced the Mobitex RadioDataStandard in the 1astdecade.At that time, Mobitex was supporting only a low-speed packet service at 1200 bls plus an emergency voice service, reflecting the initial use by police patrols, fire brigades, and public utility services to exchange briefcommand-and-control messages with their headquarters. A decade later, the widespread acceptance of portable computers and the advent of more demanding commercial operators To illustrate thc possibilities with narrowband mobile data throughputs, imagine the transfcr of the simplc American route map shown in Fig. 2 to (or from) a mobile tcrminal. It is possible to encode this image and the associated text as a message string of some 1200 bytes from a graphic tablet or a modern pen computer. using Differential Chain Coding [6] . This message occupies a nominal time of only half a second in a 10.2 khls packet data channel, considerably lcss than when dialling up a circuit-switched mobile telephone channel, especially if thiswere used to interconnect two facsimile terminals usingslowrunlengthcodes[h]. Even fortheshort 120Obytemessage string, the timeandthesignallingoverheadtobuildup the real-time circuit would likely result in a rather unattractive tariff. While a packet-radio protocol could also cause some extra delay, especially during heavy traffic loads, the billingwould still correspond to an effective data transfer of only 1200 bytes.
Obviously, the need to link computers in a wireless mode docs not only exist outdoor for public networks, but is often driven from the local-area networks at customer premises. The European DECT standard mentioned in the previous section will make data link throughputs up t o 1 Mb/s available, but the limited access time (50 ms) makes it more suited for wireless linkage of multiple users with considerably lower individual throughputs to a PBX. In the office domain, the United States has more experiencewithwireless broadband networks than any other country. This gives microcellular wideband systems as Motorola's 18 GHz ALTAIR, meeting the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard, and NCRIAT&T's WaveLAN, using CDMA at 2.4 GHz, a competitive edge against the Europeans, when it comes to capacity. However, NCR has performed much of its related research in the Netherlands, where "Bell Labs Europe" is being created. This could result in closer coordination of the wireless-LAN standardization work in the European Telecommunications Standardisatin Institute (ETSI) and IEEE 802.1 1.
Finally, mention should be made of the present work by ETSI on two Trans European Trunked Radio (TETRA) standards, one for pure packet data services to single o r multiple destinations, and another also supporting additional circuit-switched data and speech channels (similarly to the initial Mobitex systems in Scandinavia mentioned above).
As we shall see below, a hybrid system cannot be optimized in terms of capacity for both types of services; hybrid systems may nevertheless be required for certain applications, e.g., ones in the transport sector. The European frequency allocations for TETRA are likely to be in the U H F band (parts of 380-400 MHz, 410-430 MHz, 450-470 MHz and/or 870-8901915-933 MHz), and to adopt 25 kHz channels for co-existence with existing mobile services. T E T R A is thus a typical narrowband data standard. European harmonization is deemed essential to achieve cross-bordcr operation with this second-generation standard, in the interest of international courier services, railroads, and road and river transport companies.
Differences Between Packet Data and Digital Voice Systems
he ongoing introduction of separate digital net-T works for mobile telephony and mobile data applications in Europe described above will not come as a surprise to experienced network engineers. In the past, optimum use of classical hard-wired transmission resources motivated separatc communications networks and signaling protocols for telephone and for computer traffic, adapted to the different statistical characteristics of the corresponding information sources. Real-time, blocking-type channelsfor telephone conversations pose other network requirements than docs the delayed, but non-blocking exchange of bursty data in computer sessions, e.g., using the X.25 protocol. Where the physical transmission media contribute additional random fluctuations (as in mobile radio due to signal fading and mutual interference), or when the channel capacity is too precious to allow the overhead of ISDN-type service integration (as in mobile radio due to spectrum shortage), further distinctions arise between voice and data networks. It is the instantaneous blocking probability, as determined by any unacceptable co-channel interference between cells, that determines the optimum design and real-time capacity of optimum cellular telephone networks. Although digital modulation schemes can be made more robust to interference than analog modulation, they still require considerable spacing between cells using the same radio frequencies, in order to avoid unacceptable degradation of voice circuits from time to time. A notable exccption is spread-spectrum modulation as used in CDMA cellular systems, which trade carrier bandwidth for processinggain to tolerate a higher co-channel interference. The consequence is a stricter requirement for power control in mobile spread-spectrum telephone systems, in order to reap the theoretical nctworkcapacityandspectrumefficiencyin the face ofthe fluctuating interference in the mobile channel [7] . Cellular structures and/or power control algorithms optimized for voice circuits are not optimum for a mobile networkofvirtual circuits between userswho are prepared to accept delays of some data packets. Users of packet protocols are quite will- ing to accept ;I significant risk of harmful collisions hetwcen coinciding packets, in return for not hnvinp t o schedule their bursty acccsses very strictly o r to defcr transmission for a long timc. Packet protocols are designed to repair any harmful interfcrencc expcrienccd between packets simply by retransmission. This contrasts with classical fixed and mobile telephone circuit requirements. which con t a i n s u hs t an t i a I N priori guar ant e e s a gains t occasional circuit outages. including those due to mutual harmful interference of radio signals.
When computer users are prepared to gamble against the risk of mutual conflicts in order to reap the benefit of lower average delay [7] , they can also adopt amore tolerant attitudc to thc additional random vagaries of the mobile radio channel. Moreover, users prepared to accept occasional mutual conflicts between their iicccsses may find it counterproductive tu invokc the strict power control assumed in mobile telephone systems. For if access powers are very unequal, there isa higher chance that at least oncofthc competitorswins the contest for the receiver than in the event of perfectly balanced signals, which will all annihilate each other in a collision.
Simple Multiple-Access Methods for Mobile Data Networks
obile transmitters sending bursty traffic in M the form of data packets to a common basestation receiver can. in general, best use some kind of random access. The classical ALOHA protocol, according to which each mobile terminal is frce t o offer bursty packets t o the channel in accordancc with the simple flow diagram in Fig. 3 , belongs in this category. It is well known that the (ideal) channel throughput can be doubled if active terminals are prepared to synchronize their packet transmissions into common time slots, such that the risk of partial packet overlap is avoided [7] . With high trafficloads, however, both unslotted and slotted ALOHA protocols become inefficient, since the free competition behveen all transmitters exposes most of the offered data traffic to collisions and, hence, multiple retransmissions and increasing delays.
To reduce this risk, a transmitter can follow a more cautious strategy. By first listening either to the common radio channel or to the "acknowledgement" return channel from the base station, a transmitter with a data packet can attempt to determine whether the shared radio facilities are already busy. The terminal approach based on the former listening method is known as carrier-sense multiple access (CSMA) (71. In a realistic mobile channel, the various CSMA protocols may fail to detect ongoing radio transmissions of packets subject to deep fading on the listeningpath. Therefore, CSMA proves less efficient than in classical hard-wired and satellite networks, where contending terminals are not "hidden" from each other by individually different radio propagation effects. In such circumstances, mobile data terminals can better listen to the common base station, which broadcasts a ''busy'' signal t o acknowledge a n incoming transmission and inhibit prospective competitors and/or an "idle" signal to invite transmissions.
In principle, the simplest random-access protocols are inherently unstable, given the standard assumptions of infinitely many users and Poissondistributed offered traffic. In practice, however, realistic ALOHA models based on finite populations of compctiting mobile terminals and p r o p e r propagation characteristics of the shared mobile channel have good stability properties [8] . Above all, this applieswhen the common base station rcceiver can bc captured by a stronger packet in the presence of weaker competitors, and provides an incentive not to use too sophisticated random-access protocols in practical low-cost mobile networks.
Receiver Capture Effects in Mobile Data Networks
n a mobile telephone network, every effort should I be made to avoid propagation-induced outages of circuits, once these have been set up for real-time connections. It isa normalgoal in both cellularengineering and adaptive power-control schemes to keep the capacity-limiting carrier-to-interference (CiI) ratios equally high at all receivers throughout a mobile telephone network, in order to secure the prescribed grade of service and voice circuit quality.
Equal CiI-ratioswould not necessarily be a proper goal in multi-user packet communications. In 1976, Metznershowed that utilizationofan ALOHAchanne1 can be improved by deliberately introducing differences between the access powers of multiple users competingfor a joint receiver (71. In 1982, the author and one of his graduate students [9] demonstrated this effect in a particular case of a mobile packet radio system, where different propagation losses due to spatially distributed terminals and Rayleigh-distributed signal fluctuations due to multipath fading effects invariably introduce differences in C/I-ratios o n the different links. To illustrate the effect of such differences, Fig. 4 shows the normalized throughput, S, of a slotted mobile ALOHA channel with offered normalized traffic, G. and uncorrclated multipath fading of the different packets. The formula for the multi-user throughput in this interference-limited network follows ( 101:
The capture ratio of the base station.Z, indicates its ability to discriminate against a received signal in the presence of aco-channel signal which isZ times stronger. A thorough discussion of the validity of this simple receiver-capturc model is found in the Ph.D. thesis of Linnartz [l I ]. For narrowband digital modulation, typical values for Z may be between 4 dB and 10 dB; an increase of S results, relative to the case without capture, i.e., when Z is infinite. In the latter case, the standard result
for slotted ALOHA in "ideal" (i.e., non-fading AWGN) channels [7] is recovered.
Note that the maximum throughput of (1)
occurs at increasingly higher offered packet traffic G ' = ( I + l/Z), (4) as the receiver capture ratio Z is decreased. Thus, both greater capacityand betterstabilityresult. With perfect receiver capture ( Z = l ) , equations 2 to 4 would suggest a doubled channel capacity due to Rayleigh fading and receiver capture capabilities. If Z would be allowed to tend to zero as in a spreadspectrum receiver, S would even remain close to the offered traffic G up to a level determined by the "processing gain" l/Z. Within the limitations [ l l ] of this simple model, it does suggest that a combination of ALOHA and modulation with processing gain might support a very efficient randomaccess mobile data network. The absence of fast power control reaps the full contribution of random multipath fading to the random-accessgame played by the terminals! 
Impact of the 'Poor' Mobile Radio Channel
he foundations of packet radio were laid by T U.S. researchers, mostly sponsored by military agencies. More emphasis was put on hostile interference and strategies for network survivability, than on optimum self-interfering systems and the random fluctuations of mobile radio channels. For this reason, historical terms like "packet radio" or "packet broadcasting" seldom refer to the typical propagation features of realistic wireless media, but reflect the purely architectural or information-theoretical notion of maximum connectivity among all terminals in a multi-user network. The experimental use of satellite links with their nearly perfect AWGN channels did not stimulate much consideration of real channel impairments, except hard-limiting satellite amplifiers and jamming by an adversary, where appropriate. When terrestrial networks were considered, these were often appropriate to a tactical battlefield scenario, with geographically distributed store-and-forward repeater nodes linked by random paths with fixed, but unknown losses. The desired packet communication modes were generally of t h e multi-hop type, designed to maximize the progress of packets in particular directions.
As a consequence of this strong research tradition, many researchers still intuitively expect the significant propagation impairments of typical terrestrial U H F N H F mobile channels to reduce the moderate theoretical throughput of contention protocols (S' = 0.38 at G' = 1 for slotted ALOHA). However, as discussed above in the previous section, colliding packets with very different ground-wave losses or instantaneous fading levels do not necessarily all annihilate each other, given receiver capture capabilities. Indeed, throughput expressions such as equation 1 for "poor" mobile channels indicate a higher capacity than suggested by the classical studies of contention protocols in 'ideal' noiseless or AWGN channels.
The typical electromagnetic shadowing effects of large obstacles cause slow radio signal fluctuations in the mobile channel; the resulting slow-fading statistics is characterized by a log-normal distribution, with a r.m.s. spread 0 between 6 dB and 12 dB. If individual data packets can be assumed to undergo uncorrelated shadowing, this gives rise to more significant capacity increases than does the Rayleigh fading due to multipath propagation. Figure 5 illustrates this for a receiver with moderate capture capability (Z = 6 dB). However, it should be noted that mutual correlation between the signal strengths of individual packets becomes much more likely in the presence of shadowing. Recent progress in the study of this very complicated phenomenon is reported in [ 121.
A related concern in radio propagation is that of the time constants of the fading fluctuations on links to or from mobile terminals.These time constants have a decisive influence on the throughput of packets. Generally, modelling is much easier if the channel state can be considered "frozen" during any one packet transmission, but completely decorrelated between any two packets [ll] . The conditions for this obviously depend on carrier frequency, terminal velocities, packet lengths and the intensity of competing traffic. In general, short packets profit most from the receiver capture effect described in the previous section, but on the other hand also suffer more from overhead losses in preambles, synchronization, or buffering. Optimal protocol design cannot ignore this trade-off between propagation-induced and higher OSI-level requirements posed by the particular data application. Note that some of the statistical advantagesreaped by packet networking to or from mobile terminals are due to the ergodic properties of the propagation: time and ensemble averages can be interchanged in many calculations. due to the movements of most terminals and the resulting fading fluctuations. Note also that thisinterchange doesnot apply to thenearfar effect caused by the classical ground-wave path loss at U H F and VHF. This particular propagation effect creates a deterministic spatial discrimination around each base station [ 101 which, in effect, decides the effective frequency-reuse distance in a cellular system. Thespatial biascanbestudiedvery elegantly using a Laplace transform technique originating from the presence of Rayleigh-fading interferers [ 111, and can be repaired by a strategy restoring spatial fairness inside the cell by allocating higher retransmission rates for distant contenders.
Cellular Engineering Aspects
here is an inherent tolerance against interfer-T ers built into all contention-oriented multipleaccess schemes, since any packet failures will ultimately be repaired by protocol measures (retransmissions). This can be expected to lead to considerably smaller optimal cell re-use distances than in narrowband cellular telephone systems. Whether analog or digital, the latter require a considerable spacing between any two cells using the same frequency to ensure sufficient circuit quality. On the other hand, using contiguous "cells" with all base stations accepting the entire available bandwidth may prove better in many casesof packet networking, even in the absence of spread-spectrum process- can be exploited in mobile data communications to reduce retransmissionsof packets and so enhance throughput, it would be indicative of an unacceptable probability of harmful interference between cells in a mobile telephone system! It can thus be postulated that frequency re-use distances should be made much smaller in packet-switched mobile networks than in cellular circuit-switched systems.
Hence, hybrid or integrated cellular voiceidata systems may be sub-optimal from aviewpoint of spectrum efficiency and capacity. If voice must be integrated in a computer-oriented cellular network for more than occasional use, it would seem necessary to develop more robust and delay-tolerant ways of packetizing it. Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) experience may become relevant in this context. Conversely, if data packets are supported in a circuitswitched cellular network, inefficiencies in the use of transmission and signalling resources would appear to result. Where cost-based tariffregulations or plain competition apply, specialized mobile data networks therefore look more attractive to all users who attach only little value to the availability of voice transmission in the same network.
Economic and Regulatory issues
ne of the most interesting promises of modern 0 wireless communications is a lower initial cost of connecting each subscriber to the public network, largely independent of distance. The access technologies employed in digital cellular radio such as GSM, Personal Communication Systems (PCS) such as first-generation Telepoint systems, the next-generation Cordless Telephone (DECT) and more full-fledged wireless office systems (WOS) using broadband radio LANs, all offer interconnectionwith publicnetworks at an investmentwhich is mainly determined by the capacity required. This contrasts with the high initial investment of a hard-wired local loop (whether optical or not), the cost of which increases dramatically in rural areas, roughly in inverse proportion to the population density and required traffic capacity! Fig. 6 illustrates these differences schematically [2] .
It is the perverse cost structure of the traditional hard-wired access to public networkswhich caused 'market failure' to occur in many low-traffic rural regions until now and so justified a local operating monopoly for public telephony in most European countries and the United States. However, the novel wireless technologies may help avoiding any need to cross-subsidize the local access from monopolyprofits made elsewhere, because costs directly proportional to area capacity remove the classical market-failure problem. In Fig. 6 , wireless access to the public infrastructure would appear preferable to (installing new) twisted-pair loops left of the point 1, and to (installing) optical fibre to the home left of the point 2. In such circumstances, the economiesof scale of the accessnetworkmight become so marginal that local competition could be allowed under regulatory conditions to ensure fair spectrum allocation, consistent number planning and interconnectivity among the competitors. This is the case for the pan-European GSM-system, thanks to the policy directives from the CEC. Arguably, the recent acquisition of McCaw Cellular Communications by AT&T can be seen as the re-entry of the divested long-distance carrier into local tele- phone operations -and hence, as a US example of introduction of competition in a classical monopoly field, using wireless technology. It is not yet evident on which basis equitable access by competitors to scarce frequency and number resource5 can best be granted. In the United States, the FCC ha5 replaced cumbersome administrative hearings by simple lotteries of frequency assignments. This resulted in rapid taking of "windfall profits" by fortunate winners, who simply sold their successful lots immediately after award. This proves that frequencies have a substantial "market" value. Where the Public Purse wishes to enjoy the profit of this, the government must design an auction system and the associated property rights very carefully to avoid being outsmarted by collusions of bidders.
Despite such practical difficulties with auctions of frequencies, it would at least seem desirable to assign some fee for spectrum occupancy. Fairer and more efficient use of scarce resources implies avoidance of extended "free parking" by inactive holders of frequency assignments. Even in the absence of competition, an incumbent holder of frequencies should be given sufficient incentive to vacate or share them for alternative use when not exploiting them fully. Broadcasters outside active operation hours occupy spectrum with considerablevalue for public and private mobile communications. In the successful European teletext standard, inactive video lines of a TV signal can be used to broadcast or download a substantial amount of data to arbitrary locations inside the coverage area of each TV transmitter network. This is commercially used in several Europeancountries and by Luxembourg's broadcasting satellites ASTRA. Narrowband public datacasting of - traffic information to automobile radios is offered in several European countries, using residual transmit capacity on standard FM-radio carriers in the broadcast b a n d 88 M H z t o 108 M H z and t h e European Radio Data System (RDS)standard [13] .
Conclusion : Different Cultural Paradigms.
he development of novel wireless technologies T in the past 15 years has spurred a fascinating drive towards new multi-user systems and applications on either side of the Atlantic ocean. But while the enabling technologies are largely the same, some clear differences in the approach and involvement of European and American regulatory standardization bodies can be noted. T h e stronger European tradition of involvement of public authorities in telecommunications leads to firmer and more widely accepted standards for new public wireless systems, such as GSM, DECT, teletext and RDS. These common standards are proving of great commercialvalue not only to European manufacturers and system integrators of mobile infrastructure, but also to terminal equipment manufacturers, service operators and users world-wide.
In the United States, the government's role in steering communications system and technology R & D has traditionally been limited to the defense and aerospace sectors. The increasing competition between telecommunication operators now seems to result in an overwhelming 'smorgasbord' of alternative wireless technologies [4] . Frequently, these are based on military spin-offs such as CDMA and packet radio, with as yet no clear market winner in termsof successful publicstandards. On the other hand, the more competitive U.S. attitude to the use of computer and information technology, and the considerable financial resources of the BOCs, proveverypowerful in the marketingofthe newwireless services in the crumbling European telecommunication monopolies.
Most foundations of packet radio and CDMA were certainly laid in the United States. as evidenced by [7] . However, the shift from military to public multi-user networks required paradigm shifts in research focus which may perhaps have come easier in Europe. Thus, an earlier engineering attention appears in European system studies to the -often counter-intuitive -influence of physical channel impairments on random-access methods, cellular engineering and power control, as reviewed and further developed in [ l l] and [ 141. Implications of other major paradigm shifts of information theory in the event of multiple self-interfering users [ 151, such as logarithmically unbounded traffic throughput with increased channel load. similar to the 'cocktail-party' shouting effect, and non-applicability of the classical sourceichannel separation theorem in radio networks, have yet to be fully realized.
In more than one sense, all these changes and differences in economic, regulatory and technological research paradigms illustrate the fact that communication systems engineering is not merely a discipline related to the sciences of nature, but also to the protocols of culture.
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